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[00:00:00] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:00:00] Welcome to the ﬁnance for resilience podcast brought
to you by the climate and development knowledge network, or CDKN. If you're curious about
policies, informaFon, and soluFons around climate change, you're in the right place. Listen
in, as we discuss debate and look at real life pracFcal changes that can be made for
signiﬁcant and lasFng economic and environmental impact around the globe.
[00:00:27] The topic of this episode. DemysFfying adaptaFon ﬁnance. Hi, I'm Kamlesh Pillay
and I'm the host for this podcast. I work as the Climate Finance ThemaFcally that CDKN at
South South North, helping to shape the conversaFon and acFon around this fascinaFng
topic. If this is your ﬁrst Fme tuning into this podcast. Welcome. We're glad to have you
here.
[00:00:52] In this episode, our goal is to demysFfy the topic of adaptaFon ﬁnance, what it is
and why it's important to deﬁne. [00:01:00] The adaptaFon ﬁnance gap is noted by UNEP as
being appreciable, which means that the current funds available and not suﬃcient to meet
the adaptaFon implementaFon needs.
[00:01:12] The quesFon is why is the so and what are the soluFons to bridge this ﬁnancing
gap? We've decided to ask some non climate scienFsts what they think, adaptaFon ﬁnances.
This is what they had to say.
[00:01:26] Voice note: [00:01:26] Maybe like a business adapFon, ﬁnance. I dunno know, it
could be ﬁnance that adapts alot or business called adapt ﬁnance.
[00:01:35] AdaptaFon ﬁnance or the costs that are put forward to change something from,
as, from its exisFng state into a diﬀerent form.
[00:01:45] I think that adaptaFon ﬁnance is probably allocaFons of funds, uh, or distribuFon
of funds to some sort of change.
[00:01:57] Oﬀ the cuﬀ. I think of adaptaFon [00:02:00] ﬁnance has been quite speciﬁc to
climate change. And it's around projects that are funded to help vulnerable communiFes or
countries to, to handle the impacts of climate change.
[00:02:13] I don't know what it means, but I can try and understand by breaking the words
apart, adapt and ﬁnance. To me, it sounds like adapFng your ﬁnance to your lifestyle.
[00:02:27] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:02:27] One thing is clear. This broad ever evolving topic is
complex. And they say a lot of work to be done around informing people about the concept

and the implicaFons of this area. There is no universally accepted deﬁniFon of adaptaFon
ﬁnance. We can go on be IPCC 2014 synthesis report where adaptaFon, ﬁnances, really the
ﬁnance that is used to ﬁnance the future impacts of climate change.
[00:02:56] So it's really forward looking. Uh, to kind of [00:03:00] future climate scenarios.
And then obviously the ﬁnance that's going to be needed to transiFon into that climate
future.
[00:03:07] Let's illustrate this potenFally tricky concept of adaptaFon ﬁnance with a pracFcal
example of implementaFon in the city of Venice. Picture, Venice, the beauFful Italian city,
famous for its unique waterways and interesFng city structure.
[00:03:23] On November 4th, 1966, abnormally high Fdes, rain and severe wind. Cause what
was known as the Great Flood, thousands of residents lost their homes and over 75% of
businesses were seriously damaged. It was a devastaFng blow to the city and its people.
Consequently the city took acFon to prevent any future disasters.
[00:03:47] They iniFated project modes, a series of physical barriers, consisFng of mobile
gates to protect Venice against coastal ﬂooding because of this investment, the city and
surrounds [00:04:00] have managed to save billions of dollars in avoided ﬂood damages, not
to menFon protected stunning architecture and lives and livelihoods of its ciFzens. A
proacFve approach trumps a reacFve one every Fme.
[00:04:15] Granted it took over 30 years from concepFon to construcFon, but the rewards
are well worth the wait. In fact, this is oeen the case with adaptaFon ﬁnance. Finances, we'll
focus on investment returns for a three to ﬁve-year window. Whereas the Fmeframe for
adaptaFon ﬁnance is usually long-term. Joining me today to conFnue the conversaFon on
adaptaFon.
[00:04:38] Finance is Kathryn Bakos and Malango Mughogho. Welcome, and thank you for
joining me. Would each of you mind giving me a short introducFon of your background.
[00:04:47]Kathryn Bakos: [00:04:47] Hello everyone. My name is Kathryn Bakos and I am
Director of Climate Finance and Science at the Tech Center. Um, I come from Ontario,
Canada, so probably a lijle bit cooler than some places.
[00:04:59] Uh, [00:05:00] people may be listening to. For those of you unfamiliar with the
Intech center, we are an applied research center at the University of Waterloo, uh, that helps
homeowners communiFes, governments, and businesses, reduce risks associated with
climate change and extreme weather events. So that's in relaFonship to ﬂooding, ﬁre
extreme heat, and under my personal domain of engaging insFtuFonal investors.
[00:05:22] So those who invest pension funds to determine how physical climate risks can be
incorporated into investment decision-making and ulFmately how the performance of
companies stock price and returns can be aﬀected by climate change. So it's an absolute
pleasure to be with you all today,
[00:05:38] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:05:38] Great and a pleasure to have you Catherine.
[00:05:40] Malango Mughogho: [00:05:40] I'm Malango Mughogho and I'm the director
ZeniZeni Sustainable Finance and, uh,ZeniZeni is a sustainable ﬁnance advisory ﬁrm.

[00:05:50] Thanks. Malango and a pleasure to have you. Um, so maybe as a starFng point for
the conversaFon and, you know, considering that the Ftle of the podcast is [00:06:00]
demysFfying adaptaFon, ﬁnance, I think a good starFng point would be ﬁrstly, to understand
the importance of this area.
[00:06:06] Kathryn, I can, I can pose this quesFon to you ﬁrst.
[00:06:11] Kathryn Bakos: [00:06:11] Well, I think it's a great quesFon, but I believe to really
understand why adaptaFon ﬁnance is so important, we really ﬁrst have to understand why
adaptaFon itself is important and then why it needs ﬁnancing. This is where I would say work
from organizaFons like the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change really comes into
play.
[00:06:31] Speciﬁcally. There are 2014 synthesis report, which determined that global
climate change in itself is eﬀecFvely irreversible. So we can slow down the rate of change by
transiFoning to a greener global economy. In other words, miFgaFng against that change,
but the manifestaFon of climate change as extreme weather, such as ﬂooding, ﬁre, extreme
heat, that will conFnue to have a global scale impact on individuals, communiFes, [00:07:00]
governments, and companies, which will ulFmately translate into impact on company share
price, industry sector and asset class performance, even the communiFes in which these
companies operate will experience impacts such as credit raFng ﬂuctuaFons. So, and this
doesn't even include the human impact of mental health and physical health. So that's kind
of a, long-winded answer to say why adaptaFon measures must be operaFonalized and to do
that must be ﬁnanced.
[00:07:31] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:07:31] Um, yeah. And, and I guess tradiFonally we've seen a
kind of disparity between miFgaFon and adaptaFon, and I think we'll go into that, you know,
further on in the conversaFon, but before we get there Malango, I can ask you to comment
on the need for adaptaFon ﬁnance and feel free to lead on from Kathryn comments.
[00:07:53] Malango Mughogho: [00:07:53] Yes. Some as Kathryn said, uh, it's criFcally
important given that the impacts of climate change are being [00:08:00] felt today. And we
have to adapt to those now, and there'll be more impacts coming in the future, depending
on the degree to which we miFgate overall climate change. And then from a ﬁnancial
perspecFve, in terms of numbers, the global commission on adaptaFon has esFmated in
terms of the costs of adaptaFon over a period of between 2020 and 2030. They esFmate
those costs to be about $180 billion dollars annually. So that's per year. So that's a huge
amount and that's, those costs are needed to address adaptaFon across a whole range of
areas such as. It making infrastructure resilient, new, and exist and exisFng infrastructure
addressing agricultural producFon and making our ecosystems, parFcularly water resource
ecosystems, more resilient. So it's not, there's a signiﬁcant requirement of ﬁnancing to
address this.
[00:08:55]Kamlesh Pillay: [00:08:55] Malango. I think it feeds into the next part of the
conversaFon, which is [00:09:00] really about. Why it's diﬃcult in comparison to miFgaFon
ﬁnance. So, um, before I, before I pose the quesFon, um, to you, Kathryn, I think what I'll
start oﬀ with is just deﬁning miFgaFon, ﬁnance, um, as, as kind of contrasFng the two to try
and lead into this almost diagnosis of why there's a problem.

[00:09:22] So miFgaFon ﬁnance really deals with tangible emission reducFons. So just to try
and explain to the audience, maybe let's take an example of renewable energy. So, you know,
solar panels or solar energy is a great example of this. And, you know, renewable energy is
considered a miFgaFon ﬁnance opFon because the ulFmate outcome is emission reducFons
or reduce CO2.
[00:09:50] Um, which is. Something that would have occurred if it would be the tradiFonal
fossil fuel systems. So if it was tradiFonal energy produced [00:10:00] by coal, for example,
that would have ﬁelded emissions, uh, in the form of carbon dioxide, equivalent and
miFgaFon, therefore is quanFﬁed in terms of, of tons of carbon dioxide removed.
[00:10:13] And that is the kind of contrast between adaptaFon and miFgaFon, where
adaptaFon deals more with future climate impacts as opposed to tangible emission
reducFons. So, Catherine, I can, I can now post the quesFon to you about why there's such a
problem with adaptaFon as opposed to miFgaFon, and why do we see this problem
translated in the ﬁnance space speciﬁcally?
[00:10:38] Kathryn Bakos: [00:10:38] I believe if we're looking at why miFgaFon gets so
much ajenFon compared to adaptaFon, I believe that the conversaFon itself that surrounds
the two tends to focus mostly on miFgaFon. You have governments, internaFonal
agreements, such as the parents, Paris Accord, uh, various media [00:11:00] sources, I would
say 80%. And I think I'm being generous there probably more than, um, of the conversaFon
regarding climate change, uh, within poliFcal ﬁnancial capital market worlds. Consider
climate change almost exclusively, as you were saying, from a perspecFve of a cost on
carbon, a carbon tax or miFgaFng greenhouse gas emissions.
[00:11:21] But we must take into consideraFon that there are mulFple steps to solving the
climate change equaFon, miFgaFng through a carbon tax or beginning of transiFon. Um,
transiFoning our industry is one invesFng in innovaFon for carbon capture and sequestraFon
is another very important one, actually genng the carbon out of the air.
[00:11:41] And, but we must also pay equal ajenFon to adapFng against climate change and
extreme the extreme weather risks that will conFnue to have increasing impacts. Physically
and ﬁnancially on a global scale. So adaptaFon is also key to that equaFon and must become
a much more signiﬁcant part of the conversaFon.
[00:12:00] [00:11:59] So I'm very happy that we're having this conversaFon today.
[00:12:03] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:12:03] Just to tag on to that. Kathryn, I think the aspect of
tangibility is really important here for adaptaFon, right? It's um, I think generally we've seen
the skew towards miFgaFon because. SomeFmes the climate impacts, uh, seem to be, you
know, in the future.
[00:12:20] And when, I mean, in the future, I mean in 20 or 30 years Fme, and I think what
we're seeing, especially in the last ﬁve years is that the climate impacts are becoming more
apparent and more visible. And therefore we're seeing more heightened focus on adaptaFon
because there's, um, Signiﬁcant economic losses that are now visible.

[00:12:41] And I think that that has, has helped shie the conversaFon at least in the policy
context, but Malango, maybe I can, I can bring you in here to kind of understand why there's
a problem with ﬁnancing adaptaFon.
[00:12:54] Malango Mughogho: [00:12:54] Yes. I mean, I think the visit, as you both
menFoned, the historical focus has always even on [00:13:00] miFgaFon. And I think that's
because whenever the UN ConvenFon on Climate Change was signed, that was about 30
years ago. It was thought that we can easily address it. We had many years to do it, and I
remember once a quote from somebody working for WWF, actually on the advocacy side
oeen said, The best form of adaptaFon as a miFgaFon.
[00:13:18] So that used to be the focus. But I think now, as you say that we have these
impacts that were being felt and in many diﬀerent ways, people realize we do need to
address adaptaFon investments, but historically, because the focus hasn't been on
adaptaFon, there's a lack of understanding, um, of the, the mechanisms that cause that
allow you to understand how to measure the adaptaFon costs.
[00:13:41] I think it's a very complex process. And also adaptaFon is needed across, could
argue every single sector of any parFcular countries, um, economy. So it's, economy-wide
uh, whereas miFgaFon in most countries only covers a few sectors, energy transport, and
perhaps forest management, [00:14:00] depending on where the country is.
[00:14:01] So it requires policymakers, the private sector, civil society to focus across an
enFre economy that makes it very, very complex. And I think. That makes it hard then for
ﬁnance leaders who typically like to have the boundaries of what they're ﬁnancing and why,
and to understand exactly what the impact is of that ﬁnancing would be, it makes it a lijle
harder for them to grapple with.
[00:14:22]Kamlesh Pillay: [00:14:22] The one statement that you menFoned in there that
really speaks to the heart of the issue is really this management of uncertainty in the future.
I think one of the issues that I've typically experienced in my pracFFoner work is this, um,
almost making the case for adaptaFon, noFng that some of the impacts are yet to be felt
and, you know, also the economic costs associated with that. Um, and I think it's something
that really makes it diﬃcult for pracFFoners to watch trying to, you know, um, almost
demonstrate why adaptaFon is [00:15:00] needed now rather than, you know, being focused
on in 20 years Fme.
[00:15:04] Um, Kathryn made from, from a private sector point of view, noFng some of your,
some of your previous work. Can I get an example of just how you've managed to create this
message or communicate this message towards investors?
[00:15:21] Kathryn Bakos: [00:15:21] Well, I think if you're comparing between the public
and private sector, I think the best place to always start. And as we've been talking about is
the ﬁnancial side. So what are the costs now? Malango talked about global adaptaFon costs,
but if we look at what the costs alone from the physical impact. So if I. The industry sector
that's very easy, um, who can calculate that very easily is actually the property and casualty
insurance sector.
[00:15:48] And so global in the past decade has been the costliest, uh, decade due to natural
disaster. Uh, tallying approximately $3 [00:16:00] trillion us globally, which is $1.1 trillion

higher than previous decades, uh, from ﬂooding alone, the United NaFons actually projects
that damages could be as high as 27 trillion per year by 2100.
[00:16:15] So if we're translaFng that into economic loss, that would account for a 3% drop
in global GDP. Now to clarify, these are insured losses. So if we take those amounts and
mulFply it by three to four Fmes, or even greater, depending on where you are in the world,
you'll get uninsured losses, physical climate risks as the cost of damage.
[00:16:38] Uh, this comes out of taxpayers' pockets and government budgets speciﬁcally for
budgets, for hospitals, schools, and infrastructure development. So from a public sector
perspecFve. That's why we need to focus on it, but the same can be said, and it must be
acknowledged that the physical impacts of climate change will also have, and [00:17:00]
potenFally have already have an impact on the private sector speciﬁcally companies within
the private sector could suﬀer disrupFons to the conFnuity of their operaFons. And this is
how I interact more with insFtuFonal investors in speciﬁc companies and industry sectors.
Because it is the company's responsibility to disclose that risk and then invest in measures
that will help protect against those risks.
[00:17:25] So I can give you a quick example that if you have an extreme weather event, such
as ﬂooding, that truncates the supply chain, which subsequently impacts the longterm cash
ﬂows of the company, ﬁduciary duty, which is acFng on behalf of another interested party.
Would require that this informaFon be disclosed as it could aﬀect the decision of an investor
to buy, hold, sell stock in a company.
[00:17:50] So the private sector is also responsible and by invesFng in these types of changes
at company level, investors will [00:18:00] begin allocaFng capital towards companies that
have not only idenFﬁed climate risks. But if implemented adaptaFon measures to protect
against these impacts. So it's the companies themselves that will begin mobilizing adaptaFon
ﬁnance, in my opinion.
[00:18:16] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:18:16] Kathryn you've touched on. So two issues there that
are really key and it speaks again to the barriers. The ﬁrst is this problem with tracking
adaptaFon ﬁnance, and, you know, my quesFon to you would be, or response to you would
be okay. So if I'm managing future climate risk, so that's just good business, at least from a
private sector perspecFve.
[00:18:38] And I think it leads into this problem of tracking because as a business, I am not
going to tag. You know, I'm invesFng in a seawall as you know, I'm an adaptaFon measure.
And just going to say, it's going to protect my assets. So it's just a good business decision and
I'm not going to allocate it to that, um, that project [00:19:00] category.
[00:19:01] And I think if you had to use that example and kind of scale it upwards, it's, it's the
kind of underlying reason why we have such a problem with tracking adaptaFon ﬁnance is
because iniFaFves are sort of embedded in everyday operaFons. And also, you know,
coupled with the fact that, you know, organizaFons really, uh, you know, maybe have limited
understanding of adaptaFon, it causes this diﬃculty of really genng an accurate assessment
of exactly what we're spending currently on adaptaFon.
[00:19:33] So I think, you know, to, to go back to Malango to your point there's, there's this
dual problem it's. Firstly quanFfying the adaptaFon needs the cost, the cost of

implementaFon. And then there's also the problem of understanding exactly what we're
spending currently. And, you know, if you put those two problems together becomes very
diﬃcult to ﬁrstly, develop a ﬁnancial model for a ﬁnance year that can adequately prove
your, your business case.
[00:20:00] [00:20:00] Um, but I think what I want to go towards is just this percepFon of
responsibility. I think Kathryn, you've spoken about, you know, healthcare and water and
some of the more, um, you know, social good type of, um, economic sectors. Malango, I'll
ask a very pointed quesFon just about, you know, whose responsibility is it to undertake
adaptaFon.
[00:20:25] Malango Mughogho: [00:20:25] Because we're all aﬀected by climate. It's a, it's a
joint risk. So it's, it's the, that everyone's responsibility. And when I say everyone, I mean
individuals, governments, and business, but of course, governments play a very, very
important role because they, they can take a broader view and, and have a diﬀerent risk
appeFte. To say to the business sector, but interesFngly, because certain in certain sectors,
they are closer to seeing the impacts and feeling the impact. And then most of the impacts
that are currently have felt through, through weather related events, [00:21:00] such as
ﬂooding or drought. So for example, businesses and the, and the agri business chain.
[00:21:06] Have already started making investments in recognizing, for example, one of the
large brewers in the world, AB InBev for short recognizes the importance of securing water.
So adaptaFon making investments in water adaptaFon in the catchments where they grow
hops, which is a very important crop for beer, for example.
[00:21:24] And they're already making investments in that sort of intervenFon because they
have seen that that has an impact on, on their supply chain. So a lot of businesses are
beginning to see this, but when it comes to parFcularly public infrastructure, Health or, even
for example, energy, electricity. Uh, we seen in California, for example, that electricity
supplier has been interrupted by wildﬁres, which have been exacerbated by climate change.
[00:21:49] So there needs to be adaptaFon in that area that is clearly in the domain of argue
a public sector response, even though perhaps the electricity companies [00:22:00]
themselves are private enFFes. Because it requires a, a non-company speciﬁc response. It
has to be a regional or localized response that governments are more able to respond to.
[00:22:13] So I do think that the responsibility is across the board and parFcularly in
countries where the. Governments are not able, they don't have the capacity, whether
ﬁnancial or even human capacity to respond. That is when the private sector and individuals
have to have to step up to the plate as it were, and take on a role that perhaps governance is
tradiFonally seen in the, in the government's domain.
[00:22:41] So in many developing countries, this is the case. And, and that's where the
private sector, I believe, needs to play a much, a much stronger role.
[00:22:49]Kamlesh Pillay: [00:22:49] One of the things that you touch on that that really is
the, almost the elephant in the room when it comes to adaptaFon of parFcular sectors is the
issue of cash [00:23:00] ﬂows and revenue streams from, from adaptaFon projects.

[00:23:03] And. I think it's the reason why there is this percepFon that has developed about
the responsibility being more on the public side, rather than the private side. Even though I
agree with you completely, that it's deﬁnitely going to take a joint eﬀort and maybe, you
know, there is a case that private sector is already adapFng towards climate change, but
they're not, as I said earlier, tagging it as adaptaFon, but I think there's this problem of, of
revenue where.
[00:23:31] There are certain sectors like Disaster Risk Management, for example, building a
seawall or, um, implemenFng some kind of resiliency towards a climate hazard. That is not
going to generate cash ﬂow or revenue. And in that sense, those types of projects or
adaptaFon projects are going to conFnue probably to be the responsibility of public sector,
at least at a broad [00:24:00] level.
[00:24:00] I think at, at a localized scale, there is a possibility that a company who is exposed
to a parFcular ﬂood could take acFon. And that could be. You know, one of, uh, that could be
an example of private sector adaptaFon, but typically I think because of the issue of revenue
streams and this, I mean goes back to our accounFng systems about how we quanFfy
vulnerability.
[00:24:22] Um, you know, and, and the fact that we don't, uh, you know, making it very
diﬃcult for us to actually generate revenue around adaptaFon and that really limits
adaptaFon in the private sector context to sectors like agriculture and water, um, where at
least there is a possibility of generaFng revenue from enhanced crop yields, for example, or
enhanced water security and the sale of water, for example.
[00:24:49] But, you know, moving on, I don't want to dwell too much more on the barriers,
because I think one of the focus areas of the podcast is really to try [00:25:00] and come up
with soluFons because I think this is a problem that I think has been acknowledged globally
as being a real issue and will conFnue to be. So for the next part of the podcast, I'd really like
to focus on, on what can we do?
[00:25:16] So maybe Kathryn, I can ask just from your experience and your work, um, that
you've currently undertaken in, in Canada, um, what kind of soluFons are you seeing? And,
um, speaking about the instrument context, like the ﬁnancial instrument context, but also
just generally in terms of the systems and measures and iniFaFves that are coming about.
[00:25:38] Kathryn Bakos: [00:25:38] Of course, I think from a global perspecFve, at least I
would focus on some of the frameworks that are coming out and, and Malango. And you
both really touched upon, um, the, the need for informaFon and that disclosure in a sense.
Um, and the lack of informaFon of what to disclose. So I think there are [00:26:00] speciﬁc
frameworks that are out there, speciﬁcally the task force on climate related ﬁnancial
disclosure.
[00:26:05] The acronym is TCFD, the Global ReporFng IniFaFve to name a few. These are
great places to start in catalyzing adaptaFon reform and encouraging assets to allocated
towards adaptaFon. Um, you can see with the TCFD, it allows for kind of widespread
informaFon. So investors, and this is more from an investor standpoint, investors
understanding what the ﬁnancial implicaFons of climate change actually are.

[00:26:33] Um, the type of frameworks, uh, this type of framework, it emphasizes
transparency. So allowing companies to say, do you know what I want to be disclosing this
risk? Um, not because I don't have any risks. Uh, but understanding that risk and, and being
able to disclose it. Uh, and ulFmately this will hopefully lead investors to allocate capital
towards companies.
[00:26:58] As I had said before, to those [00:27:00] who have implemented measures to
protect against these risks now speciﬁcally in regards to my own research and what's
happening in Canada, I believe these, these frameworks are a great place to start. But what I
see is that there is no way to actually operaFonalize on it.
[00:27:16] So again, it's well, let's disclose risks. Well, what where's that informaFon and
what should I be disclosing and what is considered risk? And so in my speciﬁc, uh, research
with the Intact center, What we've done is created a globally scalable framework, which can
be applied across industry sectors.
[00:27:35] Now, this is based on recommendaFons from the TCFD, and this is a climate risk
framework that prioriFzes the top one to two means by which extreme weather. So if you're
looking at ﬂood ﬁre, extreme heat and how that could negaFvely impact the operaFons of
the company within a given industry sector, while simultaneously idenFfying acFons that an
investor should expect a company to [00:28:00] take, to miFgate against that risk. Now you
had menFoned instruments and there are, and we noFced within the industry that there are
a lot of instruments that are being created. So you could look at green bonds or derivaFves,
but one that I'm actually quite fascinated on and Kamleshan you, you spoke about it, but
insurance, uh, I think insurance is a great place to start because in its simplest form, it
literally is wrijen protecFon against risks.
[00:28:28] Um, parametric insurance in parFcular. Agrees to make a payment. Once a
triggering event, usually a catastrophic natural event occurs. So insurance not only is very
good at tallying the impacts of climate change as they manifest as extreme weather. Again,
ﬂooding, ﬁre, extreme heat, but insurance also assesses and communicates and signals risks
while generaFng incenFves for risk management.
[00:28:56] So as an example, here in Canada, the greatest loss [00:29:00] due to extreme
weather is from ﬂooding. So if a homeowner, uh, incorporates measures around their home
to protect against risk, they can actually be charged a lower premium. Now, if I extrapolate
this and think further down the way as risk management evolves, You can actually see
another opFon in this regard manifesFng, which would be if these measures are not
implemented the payout, when a loss does occur would be lower.
[00:29:26] So now it's incenFvizing those to actually adapt. Um, ulFmately what we have
here is insurance transferring the risk from the insured to the insurer. Now the European
commission even believes that the, that insurance is a great tool, as it ensures that the
ﬁnancial damage does not turn into long-term economic damage.
[00:29:48] Say if a house or a business is damaged and needs to be rebuilt or compensated.
However, and I I'm really going to emphasize this. Do we want this just for a global [00:30:00]
society to have this damage and to rebuild the same as before. Um, I believe what we want
is to build back, as they say, build back bejer. We want to incorporate resilience and
adaptaFon into the system.

[00:30:14] We need resilient infrastructure. And Malango had menFoned this before resilient
infrastructure. We need to maintain natural ecosystems and land cover to protect against the
future impacts of climate change.
[00:30:26] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:30:26] Thanks, Kathryn. And I completely agree with you that
insurance is probably the best ﬁnancial instrument to demonstrate adaptaFon or elements,
thereof. Um, you know, it's future looking, it's risk focused and it's almost planning for
uncertainty, you know, or these kinds of future impacts. And I think it demonstrates the
adaptaFon case, especially with climate insurance products that are coming on. Um, but I'm
glad you focused on the risk miFgaFon side or at least the incenFvizing of adaptaFon,
because I think the one thing I'll [00:31:00] clarify is that insurance is a useful instrument at
catalyzing adaptaFon, but one is focused on reacFve, um, reacFve ﬁnancing. So, you know,
waiFng for a ﬂood to happen and then ﬁnancing the cost thereof. Whereas adaptaFon is
slightly diﬀerent where we're focusing on proacFve investment that is occurring before
[00:31:24] these hazards ocurr, so there's just a slight nuance there, but I think your point is
deﬁnitely taken about demonstraFng adaptaFon quite eﬀecFvely. Malango I really want to
focus on your work experience and project experience from a pracFFoner point of view. And
just, um, how have you seen the adaptaFon ﬁnance landscape developing in terms of you
know, soluFons and iniFaFves that have allowed us to progress in catalyzing these ﬂows of
adaptaFon.
[00:31:57] Malango Mughogho: [00:31:57] What I'm going to speak about is not tradiFonally
thought [00:32:00] of as ﬁnance, but it is a signiﬁcant part of the overall ﬁnancing of any
project or program or, and that's the project preparaFons process.
[00:32:10] Uh, I always say that ﬁnance has has many good and bad things about it, but one
of the good things about it is that when ﬁnances on the table, it can bring other people
around the table very quickly. Because everything needs funding. And so using that as a lever
early on in the project preparaFon stage, ﬁnances can insist that research has carried out or
data is gathered that is needed to make, say a parFcular project.
[00:32:34] More resilient. So from the very start resilience is one of the key goals and project
design, for example, and in some of the work, I do quite a lot of work around water
infrastructure, for example. And recently those, uh, damping built in, uh, designed, um, in
the country. And this is early stage pre-feasibility feasibility stage of the dam.
[00:32:57] And when the climate lens was applied to that to [00:33:00] say, well, how do we
make this dam more resilient? The climate data was not very speciﬁc in terms of giving a
direcFon to say, well, there's likely to be more rain or less rain. It said it could be quite
variable. So in the design, the engineers then had to consider this and say, well, how do we
make this stand resilient?
[00:33:18] You don't want to overinvest because from an economic perspecFve, that is not a
good use of money. So what they said is that the dam had to be able to cater for higher
precipitaFon rates, but not at the moment. So the soluFon then was to design a dam wall,
um, that could be made higher. Should there be more when I say precipitaFon, I should say
rain more rainfall, so it could gather more rain, but you didn't want to make that investment
right up.

[00:33:46] But the wall was designed. So that it could easily be extended. And that for me is
those sorts of intervenFons. Although they are not, it's not tradiFonally ﬁnanced, but it's
project preparaFon that has to be funded as well, that sort of [00:34:00] research. And if
that budget is put into, and this is all for new projects, obviously, but if that budget is for
taking a climate lens is taken up front.
[00:34:09] And included upfront then the outcomes will be much bejer because I think one
of the key things about adaptaFon while the climate in general is that the degrees of
certainty are quite, uh, quite wide. In certain instances, there's some things that we know
that. So the IPCC research and climate models where there's high degrees of certainty on
certain impacts, but there's less in terms of certainty for other sorts of impacts.
[00:34:34] So actually a lot of adaptaFon ﬁnance needs to build adapFve capacity into
whatever is happening, whatever it's being focused on. And I do think ﬁnance needs to go,
go towards that. It's not sexy. It doesn't project preparaFon is not something that people
stand up and say, Oh, look how exciFng I've given X million dollars for project preparaFon.
[00:34:55] But I think it's really, really criFcal. And even the process of arriving at [00:35:00]
the decision of the dam are speaking about. Gives the methodology to gather research
around other diﬀerent areas. When you try to take a climate lens.
[00:35:08] Malango I think this integraFon of climate risk and resilience into decision-making
paradigms is so criFcal. And I understand, you know, it may not be, you know, a speciﬁc
insurer, um, you know, insurance product or, you know, ﬁnancial instrument, but really it's
speaking to governance, which is probably the most important part in, in, in the ﬁnancial
process. We're coming to the end of our Fme together. And I think to be proacFve, um,
About, uh, some of you know about the area and where we go to in this area, I'd like to pose
one last quesFon to both of you.
[00:35:45] And that really relates to just maybe one recommendaFon that you and I know
one, uh, one recommendaFon is a tall ask, considering that there could be maybe, um,
around what do you think [00:36:00] needs to be done diﬀerently in this space? Um,
Kathryn, let's start with you.
[00:36:04] Kathryn Bakos: [00:36:04] Well, I think it's actually going oﬀ of what Malango
said, and that based on the industry sectors and the examples that she gave, it's the
acquisiFon of knowledge. And so if it's an industry sector that's being impacted now, again, if
we're talking about physical climate risk, based on geographic range, those industry sectors
are going to be impacted diﬀerently depending on where in the world they're located.
[00:36:29] But I think it's. Industry sectors that can mobilize and to acquire informaFon and
where are we going to be impacted? Um, and by acquiring that knowledge and
understanding that, and then dispersing that informaFon, I believe it will be very powerful.
So that companies within those sectors can begin to adapt and investors, as I've said a few
Fmes throughout this podcast, that we can allocate capital towards the companies that are
implemenFng [00:37:00] those adaptaFon measures.
[00:37:01] So I think it's almost a dominoes eﬀect beginning with the industry sectors in the
companies to understand what the risks are and then implemenFng change from there to
begin adapFng. Um, I believe that would be a great place to start.

[00:37:16]Malango Mughogho: [00:37:16] I fully agree with what's happened and said about
the informaFon side. And for me, I think one of the key areas where this could make the
worse, a diﬀerence could be made, is it ﬁnancial regulators taking, allowing the sector to
take a pre-compeFFve approach to the issue and the increasing incenFves from a regulatory
perspecFve. So it aﬀects everyone equally. And the sector, when I say everyone, I mean all
the diﬀerent ﬁnancial insFtuFons, they regulate to be able to respond more eﬀecFvely.
[00:37:47] Because as you menFoned before, the revenue generaFon ability of some
projects isn't there. So there has to be a ﬁnancial incenFve somewhere. And I think
regulators can do this very easily and it's not normally their domain, but some regulators
[00:38:00] are looking at this and I do think it would make a signiﬁcant diﬀerence almost
immediately.
[00:38:05] Kamlesh Pillay: [00:38:05] And I think to end, I'll also pose a recommendaFon and
that's really that. I think one of the things that we're missing is. Um, comprehensive
guidance about the iniFaFve speciﬁcally needed for adaptaFon and resilience. And because
of this issue that everything is quite localized or, you know, is very site-speciﬁc.
[00:38:29] We run into this problem that the iniFaFves are very diﬀerent. You know,
wherever you go, what is, what is being implemented in Canada is very diﬀerent what is
needed in South Africa and Sam and the like, and I think that causes a real problem for, you
know, coming up with, with iniFaFves that can be implemented.
[00:38:50] Um, Uh, at scale, you know, or without taking local context into consideraFon.
And I think moving towards a future [00:39:00] where we have greater knowledge, as, as
you've menFoned, Kathryn, that really collates all of the experiences that we've managed to
implement currently. And then obviously invesFng further research into the quesFons that
we are not asking yet and genng answers to those quesFons.
[00:39:15] I think it's going to be really important in the future. Um, so lastly, I'd just like to
thank both the few for, for joining me today. I think it's been an amazing discussion and I
hope our listeners have managed to gain some insight, at least a starFng point for insight on
the area. In summary, we started oﬀ by discussing why adaptaFon ﬁnance is important,
noFng the future climate impacts, which are likely to be exacerbated under future climate
scenarios.
[00:39:46] We thereaeer focused on some of the barriers, which included deﬁniFonal issues,
tangibility of adaptaFon beneﬁts, revenue streams from adaptaFon and resilience
implementaFon, and the diﬃculty in making the case for adaptaFon. [00:40:00] Lastly, it is
acknowledged that there are iniFaFves that are assisFng us in integraFng adaptaFon into
ﬁnancial processes, such as UN PRI GRI and TCFD, however governance and poliFcal buy-in
perhaps, remain the most crucial factors in determining how we ﬁnance adaptaFon
comprehensively at scale.
[00:40:23] Thank you for joining us for this episode in unlocking climate adaptaFon. We hope
you feel empowered and able to create a culture of resilience in your world. Join us again. As
we conFnue to explore climate and development challenges within and across our borders, if
you would like to ﬁnd out more, please visit CDKN.org.

[00:40:43] You can also follow us on Twijer at CDKN network or at South South North. Make
sure to check out our show notes of this podcast for more.

